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Dear HappyFeeders
Join the best bird lovers in town by providing one or
more nesting boxes for the birds in your garden. This is
the right time of the year to put them up so that the
various types of birds can go house hunting and make
their selection before nesting begins. Our range of
nesting boxes is varied and practical, suitable for all
types of gardens. See photos of some the different
nesting boxes we have at the bottom of this
newsletter.
Ensure you do not miss the thrill of having birds nesting
in your garden, making their home, laying the eggs and
producing offspring. To witness the sight of the male
barbet, who starts to peck at the pilot hole in the sisal
log, is an experience not to be missed. As he pecks he
fills his crop with fibre and then flies up to a higher
branch to spit it out. After an hour or so the patio looks
as if it is covered in snow. His head disappears into the
log and eventually his whole body goes in, he turns
around and his head pops out. He keeps on pecking
until his mate, who has been watching the whole
procedure, goes in to inspect the premises and accepts
her new home.
Elaine has added a number of new nesting boxes made
from Terra Cotta, Wood and Wire that will all be
available from our shops. She also had a wonderful
stand at the Sasol Bird Fair, where Happy Feed did a
co-promotion with the Wits Bird Club.
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Royal Canin

We are now stocking Royal Canin Dog and Cat Food in our Glenhazel shop. If you order through
our new web site www.happyfeed.co.za we can arrange to deliver it to you on a Tuesday or
Thursday wherever you may be.
Royal Canin Health Nutrition provides all the essential nutrients and ingredients
measured with the utmost precision to contribute, every day and on a
long-term basis, to the well-being and health of all dogs and cats according to
age, size, physiological condition and breed.

Tira, Phumlani and Sydney with a Tuk Tuk.
Happy Feed at the Norwood B & B Roofmarket and Parkhurst Village Fair
We have decided to have a stall at the weekly Norwood B & B Mall Market on Saturdays, as well
as the Sunday B & B Roofmarket. We had a stall last Saturday in the Mall and it was well
received. Most of the products we had on show were Elaine's Bird Products. We will repeat the
stall this Saturday and will concentrate on Bird Products as there is a supplier of dog food in the
centre which limits the stock we can carry.
The Parkhurst Village Fair takes place on Saturday 26 July 2014 Time: 10:00 - 16:00
Verity Park. R10 for adullts; kids and pets free.
It will centre on the things that make the typical Parkhurst resident and visitor tick, such as food
& drink, sport & fitness, kids, pets and community. Cycling will be central to this year's Fair as
Parkhurst celebrates and cheers on one of its most celebrated residents, Chris Froome, 2013 Tour
de France winner. See http://parkhurstvillagefair.com/ for more details.

Steward and Kay at the Norwood Mall Market last Saturday.
Steward and Kay at the Norwood Mall Market last Saturday

Montego Karoo is an advanced diet that offers additional ingredients and nutritional benefits to
provide for all the advanced needs of an active dog, and meets the requirements to be marketed
as a superior, super-premium dog food. It is being promoted from now to September by Montego,
who are offering a R 50 discount on 20 kg bags and a R 20 discount on 8 kg bags.

Sincerely,
Keith Quiding
Happy Feed C.C.
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